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About This Game

Join Vicky, an orphan firestarter, in this cynically charming indie platformer as she fights to rid the planet of intergalactic
demon invaders. Featuring classic style run-and-gun gameplay, minigames, and more!

Fight your way through 18 levels, each tougher than the previous, unlock new abilities, finish level challenges and seek out
bonus levels. If you're feeling up to it, test your mettle with the "Stupid Hard" setting.

Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World is a devilishly funny, cartoonish adventure, with plenty of action, violence, and high
replayablility. Made with a love of B movies and low budget aesthetics, Vicky features an original soundtrack by MackOne.

- 18 levels
- 4 bonus levels

- 4 unlockable abilities
- 2 minigames
- Endless Zone
- Big Battles

- "Stupid Hard" mode: enemies are tougher and faster, no checkpoints
- "Forbidden Fruit" collectibles: unlock minigames, endless zone, and a new attack!!

- 28 unique Steam achievements

*A game controller is HIGHLY recommended
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP
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DirectX: Version 9.0
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vicky saves the big dumb world

streamlined as ♥♥♥♥, not much decisions to make and the armies are all clones of each other. This game offers nothing of
what made the Base game so great.. Dreamcage Escape is a beautiful short adventure puzzle game.
The puzzles are decent, the scope fits the price tag, and the artwork really sells it.

Dreamcage Escape is the sequel to the free Escape from 26. You operate various mechanisms and solve puzzles to reach 15
locations on the two towers, uncovering clues to the towers' backstory as you progress. There are also 3 coins hidden on each
level. The puzzles seem mostly orginal, and I enjoyed them.

The game took me about 2 hours to complete. If you're the impatient type who likes to look at walkthroughs, then you could get
done a lot faster. There is one annoyance with the game in that it didn't give me any feedback which areas on the screen are
clickable: the cursor doesn't change, so I need to click on anything that's likely to do something (or where a coin could be
hidden) until I figure out what I'm able to interact with. This can sometimes be frustrating when I'm stuck as I could either be
overlooking a clue or be using a puzzle wrong (what I took for a switch was really a slider). However, the superb artwork more
than makes up for this.

The game was made for 720p and can run windowed; for 1080p fullscreen it adds borders. It runs well on older computers and
is also available for mobile platforms.

This isn't the type of puzzle game that gives you 200 levels of increasing difficulty, nor does it have the scope and depth of a
game like Myst. It is small, beautiful, and not too expensive. Recommended.

Note that the developer tried to add achievements, but they are not working at this point. (Read more.). You've heard it before
right? i wish steam had a maybe button.

its a dam fine game with loads of unusual ideas and fun secrets to find. but its horribly held back by the idea of using your
limited supplys to both gain temp/almost mandatory bonuses and as any possible way to upgrade your characters. This
 ?oversight? leads to either heavy grinding which kills the games pacing, or almost impossible boss battles that again kills the
pacing.

oh and the voice acting is godawful. Why not try it. It's a good game, and it shows a lot of potential it's just really buggy. It's
almost impossible to get a good review on your phones. It's a little laggy. There's a few other bugs, but otherwise I like this game
a lot. It has a lot of potential and if the developers just got more involved with updating, this could be a really good game..
DONT BUY IT!
This Game is the Worst Case itself!

Pros:
- Starts Interessting = Your char sneezes,harrumph and so on randomly!
.....thats it!

Cons:
- Price 19,99\u20ac!!!! Unbelivable Overpriced, i would recommend 1-2\u20ac MAXIMUM!
- Old lookings graphics (related to price)
- Relatively long walking distance with no sense
- Walking ways are kinda empty and with simple graphics

=====SPOILER SPOILER SPOILER=====

Stage 1 kinda "ok", even when nothing really happend
Stage 2 was the worst gameplay i have experienced in a long time!
Totaly oversized & senceles Area, where you have to find something!
IN THIS AREA, THERE ARE AUTO SHOOTING TURRETS ALL OVER THE PLACE

1. Dont know where to walk
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2. Graphics & Lvl design looks like hl1 engine
3. Died cause of auto-shooting turrets
4. Died cause of auto-shooting turrets again
5. Found Energy-Computer
6. Switched off
7. Died cause of "still" auto-shotting turrets
8. tried to reach the Energy-Computer again
9. Died cause of auto shooting turrets
10. tried to reach the Computer again
11. Died cause of auto shooting turrets
12. Reached Computer & Died again!
13. Refund game!

The whole Level Design has a big lack of details which makes it look so old & clumsy

I really tried to give it a chance, but for a price of 19,99\u20ac or even 17,99\u20ac (-10%) this is an absolutly sassiness!
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This was my first true horror game and it did not disappoint. Excellent atomosphere throughout the game with a story to keep
you interested all the way until the end. Great graphics and great voice acting for these guys' first commercial game. Definitely
would recommend!. Very basic production values and controls that only work sporadically on my machine. User interface is
rudimentary and doesn't appear to fully work since I don't have visible buttons for choosing different tower types. Creators
should review games like Defense Grid and Kingdom Rush if they want tips on how to improve the game.. I had high hopes for
this follow up and those have been mostly filled.

The story telling is quickened up which is a good thing.
Their is more emotion involved with the characters and the plot points make a lot more sense.

The levels feel fresh enough and the collectables are a bit easier to find (I still haven't found everything in the previous episode.
I know I suck at it)

This game is shorter then the first episode.
However as I already said the story telling is better wrapped up and has a nice ending that kind of fits with the comic like theme
that has been their, but had been convoluted by plot points in the previous episode that weren't up to par.

Their is a tight ramp up in difficulty near the end. Till that point it is harder, but nothing impossible.

Also their are some extra weapons and some extra costumes which are nice.
If this is the benchmark for the series and they can keep up like this; please write me up for the next episode.

For a more indept look on the game, first see my review of the base game.. I love what this game is! it is so awesome to play a
survival game with no god damn zombies in it! I love what the Dev is trying to do and i can see this game becoming something
awesome. At the moment its far from finished or polished ( duhh its alpha!! ) and it needs alot of work done to it before it
should be released..i mean ALOT ALOT of work... but keep it up Dev team and this game will be great... cant wait to see where
this game goes! awesome game!. Great little game. Easy to pick up and play. There are 9 worlds with 10 levels, and each level
has a time attack and a star that is hard to get. The game starts out easy enough, but after halfway through, it gets challenging.
The end is brutal. Beware if you're trying for 100%. Once I got to around world 6, getting the extra stars got really hard. It's
more than just being fast, you have to start avoiding moving obstacles, and it adds a timing element into the speed rush part of
it.

Great music. Just one soundtrack, but you don't seem to get tired of it. Definitely worth it for the price.. This game brought me
back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.

Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.
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